C1
Riots
1.
What importance do security cameras have?
2.
What were the grounds for arrests? Mention one.
3.
What was the most severe consequence?
4.
What event initiated the riots?
5.
How were shops involved?
6.
How did the government respond to the problem?
7.
What did the Prime Minister promise to remedy?
8.
What was the aim of the father of the Birmingham
victim’s speech?
9.
How did the government change the public
services?
10. According to mr cameron, what should schools
improve?

police investigates images
disorder/violence/looting
people died
shooting (in a poor neighbourhood)
people broke in
it organised emergency meeting
restore order and rebuild communities
to calm down the crowd
with cuts
discipline
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You can pick up a piano for... .

A. a few pounds
B. thousands of pounds
C. free
Many think the piano equals ... .
A. a challenge
B. a few chords
C. accompaniment
Learning the piano is … .
A. similar to the guitar
B. very accessible
C. best completed through books
Some pieces of music require … .
A. bands and singers
B. a few cords
C. all your fingers
The woman mentions that a pianist was … during A. slurring
a performance.
B. sacked
C. drunk
Many professional musicians … .
A. teach themselves
B. are also teachers
C. study abroad
The pianist mentioned never missed a ... .
A. note
B. tune
C. beat
An evening around the piano is said to be … .
A. disturbing
B. stimulating
C. extremely pleasant
The man says the piano is thought to be ... .
A. outdated
B. classical
C. very modern
The piano is important to children because it is … . A. technological
B. very convenient
C. engaging
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